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C L A S S I F I E D A D V E R T I' S I N G
RATES' 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Tournnlism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run, If nd is to
159, afternoons preferably or mnil.
run five or ntore consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Clnssified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
, TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
iike to stop? A limited number of peo·p]e are being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the a~pices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2108 for appointment. 11/6

YEAR-OLD registered Beagle biteb to
give away, 344-8306.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants.
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbngs. 243-7909,
,

3)

NEW MEXICO LOBO
SERVICES

Friday, October 31, 1969

TUTORING: French-conversation and
101-102. .After 4 ;30 and weekends.
842-9698. 11/6
· ffiONING-humanc rntes, pickup and delivery. Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6

USED 1969 BMW 2002, White with blue
interior. 18~000 miJcs; very good condi..
tion. Contaet Gerhard Motors, 265·6549.
PAffi HEAD GS !90's mounted, Nevada
toe, brand new rotomat heel. $100.
Marga~et 243.-1488. Long thongs, 10/81
•r.s PLYMOUTH FURY III, 388. !Loaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monaco, (our door hardtop,
u 760. 243-0315. 11/7
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save todny.
441 Wyoming NE, 256-6987. 11/27
ROYAL STANDARD TYPEWRITER,
$60, 620 Santa Fe, SE, before no0n.
Bruce Moffitt, 11/6
·

COIN LAUNDRY-Open 24 hrs. 7 days a
week. 610 Central SE. 10/31
TYPING SERVICE: theses, term papers,
disscr41tions, Reasonable rates. Doris
Jackson 296-2648. 11/6
I.OVING CHILD CARE, day ol' night.
My home-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 2420439. 11/7

SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirts, vests. NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4
BICYCLE STOLEN: red, Huf!y Mark X,
from Oklea Friday 24th between 9-12:00
P.m. Any information plense call 2431673. No questions asked. 11/3

SENIOR-Be sure and have your class
picture taken fot• the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Cnll 2776743 to schedule it at your convenience,

BMW ISETTA. $40, Call 296-2418. 11/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver, Let the Phi Delta )ight
your way. 248-0066.

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
P.m.-will go in next day's Lobo,

2)

MARTIN 0·18 guitar with aoft ahell case,
excellent condition. $180. 277-6468. 11/6
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, Great con.
dition, air conditioning, 2 apkr. radio.
344-8664 after 4 pm.

5)

FORSALE

69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $6-rm.
206, Journalism Bldg.

FOUND: leather CMe with key on lawn
outside Sara Reynolds Hnll, morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.

THUNDERBffiD taking contributions for
art: drawings, paintings, lithographs,
sculpture etc. Rm. 168, Journalism
Bldg, Grad. students included.

LOST: 5 mo. old Weimaraner pup. Light
brown .short hair, floppy e8.l"S, gray eyes.
Four children hurting. Reward. Call College Inn 243-2881 or 842-6944. 11/3

ARTISTS: great opportunity to work for
cxper1mental publication. Come by room
205, Journalism Bldg, or call 27·4102
from 9-5.

FOUND: 1969 Valley High Clnss Ring,
girls red stane. Call 299-6940.

Now on our tables-new shipment of our
famous reduced non-fiction books, halfprice paperbacks, and beautiful new
bargain books. Also till Christmas 5%
discount on new current booka on our
shelves. QUIVffiA BOOKSHOP. 2128
Central SE.

WALLET LOST. Sentimental value. lD
267·86·8606, No questions, Call 242-4279.

1965 Mustang, Excellent condition. Call
842-8666 after 7 p.m. 11/3

THUNDERBIRD talting eoutribtltions !or
nrt: d1·nwings, lHJ.inti11g~, lithographs,
sculpture etc~ Um. !58, J ournn1ism
Dldg. Grad. atu<lents inc)ndcd.

Nov. 5 Vote Affects Graduate Students
Two Amendments Designed To Thwart GSC Efforts To Set Up Own Govern1nent

1955 PORSCHE speedster, good cond.ltion.
$1000. 243-6488.

COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, razor cuts, styling, 2430003,

THE BASTILLE pre;o:nts Tom'"'K.;:
anaugh of KUNM in concert this Fri~
day and Saturday nights. Shows at
9:30, 10:30, 12 :OO p.m. Corner of Edith
and Candelaria NE. 10/31

LOST & FOUND

FOR SALE: 1U42, 45 Hnr)cy Davidson
with ext.E;md~ front end, custom aen.t,
bar and tank aet up. 'l.~op end recently
~Yorkcd OVCl'. ~eeds a few vcnr minor
Jobs done. $218. Owner nlso is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277.5011 Grant nfter 6 p.m. Monday throu~h 'l'hursday al;d Sunday afternoon.

6)

"Per biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

The student body will vote this
Wednesday on three constitutional
amendments- two of which will affect the
status of graduate students as members of
ASUNM.
The third amendment will establish an
elections code.
The amendments, known as Senate
Internal Business Numbers 12, 13, and 14,
were passed by the Senate in September
and early October.
Numbers 12 and 13 establish a Graduate
Student Union (GSU) and provide for
graduate student representation in the
Senate. N11mber 13 also provides
procedures for taxing part-time
undergraduate and graduate students.

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268·6848
N.E. 268-4147
5810

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED : Occasional babySitter for 6
month old, at residence. Call 266-4778.
10/30
GffiL OR GUY ta sew clothes. Shire
Leather Shop, NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria on the patio. 11/6

7)

(Editor's Note.: This is the first of a
two-part series on the ASUNM
constitutional amendments which will be
voted on Wednesday.)
By DON BURGE
News Opinion

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDEN'l' DISCOUNTS. Playboy, American Astrology, Art News, all major
magazines. Sec American Bank of Com..
merce in SUB for subscriptions from
UNM student representatives. 11/6

OKIE'S

104 BEER
every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢

Country Barn

Graduates Split
Today's article deals with the GSU and
graduate representation in the Senate.

Centra.l At University

Fish Dinner Special
Tender pieces of· Boneless Cod Filet
deep fried to a golden brown, cris~
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

LOBO
265-4759
•

Feature: 1:40, 3:40 1 5:45,
7·:45 and 9:50

~Ltrcm:~s

RESTAURANT~~

~~~

'

. ~ "SHARPSATIRF .. .
V!RYFUNNY ..."

ASUNM
FILM COMMITTEE
Saturday 7 & 10 PM
Sunday 6 & 9 PM
IDRequired
' 50¢

12:00
NOON

NOW
SHOW·

.,ALIMONY
JLOVERS
COLOR • AN ADULT MUST

now you can SEE anything you want at •••
,.AUCE'S RESTAURANT:~•• ARID GUTHRIE
ft~twiftt

PAT QUINN •JAMES BRODERICK_*'"'""'"""' Pf:KSEEGER •LEE IIAVS
.lol(Oto*t-...:tO"

•• MICHAEL MC Ct.IHATHAN

COLOR by Deluxe

R UI'II.US
REsrR~aEo-,.......
11.t..M1
... .,;u..r
.....
sw •nfll0111
OU.IJ!Ia..l.lf
jl.uo(IO'f

MILANI>
265-4575
POSITIVELY LAST WEEK
Oo•• i :oo
Feature at

1135 3:~5 5:50 7:55 10:00
FO~ ONLY ADULTS

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER

Iittk sister

eas!IRideR
"''"''PETER jDENNIS
FONDA HOPPER

A STORY OF FORBIDDEN LOV

JACK NICHOLSON

3211 Central N.E.
Special Midnight Show, Fri. Sat. Men
Come Drearn With Me

qnly

The United States must
"repudiate" its Vietnam policies
and recognize Red China to "live
up to its commitment to the UN,"
said former Oregon Senator
Wayne Morse at the Albuquerqul'
United Nations Day banquet
Saturday night.
Morse spoke on "The
Potentialities of the UN in
Resolving Conflicts in the 70's" to
some 350 members and guests of
the Albuquerque Chapter of the
United Nations Association in the
Union ballroom.

peacekeeping functions and
nations submitted to UN
obligations of the United jurisdiction. "UN action in Cyprus
Nations," Morse said.
succeeded in stopping the spread
"To live up to its UN
of a war that would not have
commitment the United States stayed in the area.".
must repudiate its policies in
Morse brought up the "lines of
Vietnam. Vietnam is costly in
communication open betwE'en
prestige to the United States on
U.S. President Kennedy, and
the floor of the United Nations.
Soviet Premier Kruschev during
We must refresh ourselves to our the Cuban missile crisis of 1962
commitment we made in San and credited them with averting
Francisco. We cannot have our war. Drawing a comparison with
signature on the charter and U.S. refusal to recognize Red
violate it," he said.
China, Morse said we "cannot deal
Morse callei:i for U.S. with Red China by isolationism."
withdrawal from Vietnam and
"International Outlawry"
Cannot Drop Curtain
Lobo photo by Chester Painter
surrender of the peacekeeping
functions
to
the
United
Nations
Bill Pickens, standing,
The United States is guilty of
"We cannot drop our own
Moratorium Day Committee "international outlawry" in its forces.
curtain against the most populous
Chairman, yesterday outlined four continuance of unilateral action in
nation in the world. It is the
Moratorium
"No Peace"
possible stands Nixon might take Vietnam and is the party "most
country we will have to deal with
"There will be no peace unless in Asiatic affairs."
on the Vietnam war.
responsible of deterioration of
the United States stops its policy
There is not the slightest
of arming countries and selecting justification for our involvement
the governments to arm. This has in Vietnam. There is no hope for
been one of the great causes of survival of any great power today
the spread of communism in that does not lay down its arms,
many parts of Latin America. We and there is one as guilty as the
have entrenched military juntas," United States of international outsaid the former member of the lawry," he said.
Senate Latin American Affairs
Troop committment to "police
states like Thailand" have been
'l'he UNM Vietnam Moratorium Day Mexico at the rally to be held in Washington, sub-committee.
The past actions of the UN brought about by executive
Committee yesterday planned to respond to D.C., Pickens said. They plan to travel by must be used "to build future supremacy
in government.
President Nixon's speech on Vietnam. The bus, but the possibility of chartering a plane ones," he said. He then cited UN Congress has permitted delegation
was mentioned. The group will present intervention in the Congo, Cyprus of perogative to the executive
speech will be aired nationally tonight.
and Kashmir as times when branch," he said.
The Committee also discussed plans for petitions, signed by New Mexicans who are

Plan Response to Vietnam Speech

Committee Will Answer Nixon

lNG

WOMEN
PAID TO
STAY
SINGLE

No.35

Subject of Morse's Speech

~&A

DIRECTOR

Wed. Thru.
Tuesday
Students $1.50
Phone 265-4675
For Show Times

impossible to ensure programs for graduate
students would be carried out, The
graduate student, they say, has special
problems which only a separate graduate
student government can solve.
Internal business number 13 would
guarantee the graduate students four seats
in the Senate to ensure a voice for the
graduate students. However, the'guarantee
would be in effect for only one semester
and after that the graduates would have to
compete with undergraduate candidates for
Senate representation.
The GSC's position, as argued by Elliott
and McConnell, is that even if the four
seats were permanently guaranteed to
graduate students it would not solve ' 1the
special needs and interests of graduate
students."
They argue "most graduate students
have neither the time nor the interest to
become involved with ASUNM," and that
"most graduate students would still not
identify with ASUNM. '' The ASUNM
Senate, they say, would still be primarily
an undergraduate body concerned with
undergraduate problems.
Their assessment is probably correct.

Red China, Vietnam Policies

Open 1: 15 Dai 1y

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINEE!

OPEN

\

··--~----···'·'..·····-'"''-~'/

Monday, November 3, 1969

where the heads of all nations meet

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

,
"
~ BEST

L.-•...

4850Menaul NE

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

CU/UDf UIOI/tlt

Separation Necessary
The GSC argues that a separate graduate
student government is necessary to
accomplish these goals. In addition, Elliott
and Jim McConnell argue that since the
GSU would not receive any guaranteed
fundinl( it would be difficult if not

(

1

Vol. 73

ONLY59c
• f.i-.f:J

Regents Approval
The GSU argues against
the
establishment of a GSA when it was beina
discussed by the Faculty Policy Committe:
.last month. The policy committee,
however, approved the separate
government is also opposed by ASUNM
President Ron Curry.
Both the GSU and Curry said they
might argue against the proposal when it is

presented to the Regents at their meeting
this Saturday. The Regents, however, are
expected to approve the separate
government. If the Regents give their
approval the GSA would begin functioning
·next semester.
The proposed GSU, according to the
amendment, would "introduce legislation
in Senate which concerns graduate students
. . . investigate differences or conflicts
between graduate students and other
segments of the university ... to work in
the interest of the graduate student in such
areas as graduate curriculum revision and
inter-disciplinary programs . . . and to
promote the participation of the graduate
student in the affairs of student
government, the University, and the
community as a whole."

NEVV
MEXICO

Every Friday All Day

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Tomorrow's article will deal with the
election code and the amended taxation
procedures.
In passing internal business numbers 12
and 13 the ASUNM Senate has adopted a
last gasp effort to keep graduate students
in the greater ASUNM student body. The
amendments are clearly designed to thwart
efforts of the Graduate Student Council
(GSC) to establish their own separate
government.
The GSC headed by Dick Elliott has
recently pushed a plan tltrough the faculty
which will allow the establishment of a
Graduate Student Association (GSA). The
move was opposed by the existing GSU
headed by John Heide and Bill Turner.

liN COLOR I

PARTIALLY

FII.MtD IN
NEW MEXICO

SANDY
DENNIS

KEIR
DULLEA
ANNE·

HEYWOOD~r:~
IN D. H. LAWRENCE'S

~
... ayrnbol of the male

this month's national observance of the
moratorium, Nov. 13-14.
Committee Co-Chairman Bill Pickens
outlined four possible stands he felt Nixon
might take in his speech on the Vietnam
war. He said Nixon might outline a complete
withdrawal by a certain date, a large
withdrawal without a complete
commitment, a continuation of present
policies, or an effort to win militarily.
Unacceptable
The group agreed all but the . first
possibility would be unacceptable al_ld wo~ld
require a response. Fiver persons, mcludmg
Pickens volunteered to act as a committee
to draft a response and release it to the
media.
.
· Other matters discussed concerned
actions to be taken in connection with the
national obseJ:Vance of the moratorium, on
both a national and state level.
A group of about 25 peo~le have
expressed interest ~n representmg New

opposed to
congressmen.

the

war,

to

the

state's

Sample Draft
A sample draft of a peition, which was
distributed at the meeting, calls for "an
immediate end to American involvement in
Vietnam, and the return within 90 days of
all New Mexico servicemen now stationed in
Vietnam."
The petition also calls for an indemnity
payment of $10,000 to the family of every
new Mexican killed in the war "as part
payment for unequal and harmful
government policies and practices."
An activity for Saturday, Nov. 15, was
planned around a "people's park," which is
being constntcted in the Valley by local
residents. A representative of the group
involved in the project told the meeting
most of the job of cleating the land has been·
done except for inflammable materials,
which would require fl. large group of people
to carry away.
·

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Former Senator

I

l\'

Former Oreg·on Senato):',
Wayne Morse, pictured above,
says the United States must
"repudiate" its Vietnam policies.

·
'
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M~i~aLOBO
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Vol. 73, No. 35

Mondoy, November 3, 1969

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer·
~ity year by the Board of Student Pub.
lication• of the Assooiated Students of
the Univer~ity of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with ••1cond
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Maxi co, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions express&<! on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion io that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Au11Ciated Student. or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico,

'Oh,. Certainly Mr. McCormack is Aware of Our Influence Peddling- Why, I'm With
Him in His Office Right Now!'

v

i

~~~~Ivory Tower·~~~~·

That's All There Is

ISRAD Home Improvement Project Provides Jobs For Model Cities Area Resi~~~!!rn.

By GRANT HARVEY

(Editor's note: This is another
article in a continuing series
concerning the Institute for Social
Research and Development.)
September flooding in the San
Jose area of Albuquerque has
resulted in stepped-up training
under the Home Improvement
Project (HIP).
It also will lead to immediate
jobs for some of the trainee~.
HIP, part of the Department of
Labor's Concentrated
Employment project, has
increased its number of
Albuquerque trainees to 62,
although the normal quota .is 2~.
Along with other agenCies, 1t
has been assisting families whose
homes were damaged by the high
water.

Due to censorship in this column over material conceming
practices of Lobo advertisers, the Ivory Tower will not ;
appear in the Lobo after this date.

Betn a ~cano

Guthrie's Movie ~Hardly Funny'
By STEPHEN M. PART
Arlo's ''Alice's Restaurant
Massacree" record was fun, You
laugh at the incompetence of a
self-satisfied, ever present
Establishment.
Arthur Penn's "Alice's
Restaurant," now showing at the
Lobo Theatre, is funny in places,
but hardly fun at all. The ads run
"now you can SEE anything you
want at... " The implication being
the record is now filmic- untrue,
ul1true. The movie ends on a real
downer, not the happy draft •
evasion of the song.
The movie has gotten excellent
reviews from most of the
Establishment critics - I can now
see why. The communal living
thing falls apart - predictably
enough since even "beautiful
people" ain't always so beautific
when their women are the ones
sleeping around, The put down of
hard drugs is pure establishment
too, though a sizeable concession
is made to "dope smokers" (the
landlady asking, "Hey, what's that
funny smell" is one of the few
really good laughs). Sure I don't
think hard drugs are "the scene"

either, but the attempts to make a
junky's death tragic at the same
time that the great Woody
Guthrie succumbs to genetic nerve
disorder (and which someday may
get Arlo) is pathetically
transparent, Shelly the Junky is so
shallow - granted it; may be from
the stuff he shoots up as well as
the circumstances that turned him
to this form of escapism - that
his death is maudlin and is
handled in a thoroughly hokey
way,
Melancholy Atmosphere
Even from the laughing start
the movie has a strangely
melancholy atmosphere (feeling,
smell, whatever). While being
funny there is still a pervasive
eminence of bad to come maybe it's the photography,
maybe the music. Whatever the
melancholy mood maker actually
is, the combination of Woody the
great musician, now helpless and
bedridden, awaiting a death sure
to come, the war in Vietnam, the
shooting up, the sexual rivalry
implicit in the way Alice looks at
every male,· the falsity evident in
the characters supposed

..

acceptance of the "New
Morality", and being sexually
liberated makes for a bumbling of
the overall effect the movie might
have had.
Through much of the movie
Arlo runs around with a simpy
look on his face, The comment
was, "Arlo Guthrie looks like a
skid at Christmas time all the
time."
On the plus side - and the
more I think about it, the more I
think there's precious little - is
the fine put down of cops, From
Yell ow Springs, Montana to
Albuquerque, to L.A. when the
heat is bad he's horrid.
Arlo's inky middle finger to
the Army was nice too. Next time
I'm arrested and printed for
failure to signal a left turn I'll
remember that. Also, I'll create a
jail house scandal by hitting
myself over the head with the
toilet seat of my cell so I'll drown.
Nice Thing

Education

By PHILIP ORTEGO
Little in the traditional
It's bad enough that Mexican curriculum adequately covers the
Americans have had trouble with heritage and background of the
native Anglo-Americans in the Mexican American, In American
ethnically emasculating American literature, for example, the
educational system without Colonial and Revolutionary
getting shot at by immigrant period focuses on the Puritans and
newcomers like Mr. Peter Eller their successors completely
(though I assume by his own overlooking the equally significant
words that he still considers literature of the Spanish
himself German and not yet southwest which was a part of
American). Mr. Eller's America long before the Puritans
motivational principle may be fear arrived. Moreover, the distorted
(and perhaps justifiably for the image of the Mexican American in
very ethnic reasons he himself American literature by such
advances though couched in what writers as Steinbeck, Porter,
apparently was intended as Harte, Cather, et a!, has become a
humor), but the motivational stock literary cliche.
Mexican Americans know that
principle of Mexican Americans is
anger and rage in reaction to the the history of the Spanish
kind of ethnic disapprobation and southwest is as much a part of
stereotypes which have American history as the history of
traditionally identified them as New England. Why should
little more than aborigines and Mexican Americans therefore be
certainly less than citizens. taught about their spurious
Perhaps like Mr. Eller who thinks historical and political identity
he might have been happy as a with England at the expense of
''storm trooper'' Mexican their ·cultural and liguistic identity
with Mexico and Spain.
Americans might have been happy
in their identity .as "peons" had
Eller spoke more truth in
they not seen the fruits of the jestMr.than
he realized, for New
American dream being plucked Mexico can indeed learn much
and sweetly fondled by those
recentlv arrived who like Herr from the UMAS proposal for a
Eller are Anglos (a catch-all term Chicano Studies Program. It is the
for non-Mexican ·Americans and Anglo who has the identity
problem, wanting Mexican
which has nothing to do with Americans to be like himself. Not
being Anglo·Saxon as the Gringo
causist are fond of pointing out to until the Anglo comes to know
us) though foreigners, leaving only who the Mexican American is will
the· fruit of colocynth for the he know who HE really is, His
very salvation depends upon this
Mexican Americans.
knowledge.
Mr. Eller should take care of
his humanistic hangups (perhaps
The great intellectual tradition
studying Hebrew like his father about which Mr. Eller speaks
might help) and do his homework swiftianly isn't worth a plug
in what he obviously doesn't nickel if it fails to ~;hine its light
understand. For if he did, he searchingly on the rotten state of
would know that the traditional
Mexican American education.
American curriculum is precisely
Unfortunately it hasn't. For that
at fault in the education of reason Mexican Americans are
Mexican Americans. (I refer him
proposing Mexican American
to my articles on "The Education alternatives to their own
of Mexican Americans" in the
problems, one of which is
education.
New Mexico Review and
Legislative Journal (Part I, Sept
Later there will be time for the
69; Part II, Oct. 69 and to a
Chicano to look beyond himselfdozen other pieces of mine on at the moment he is trying
Mexican Americans, some of desperately to pull himself out of
which have appeared in The the Anglo mire he has suddenly
Nation.)
discovered he's in.

Another nice thing is the
realization that will hit many
people in the power structure and surely many of Them will see
this movie since it'll be the "cool"
thing to do - the litter disposable
scene in New York harbor is god
awful frightening. Pollution will
have to be dealt with soon or no
more earth- simple as that.
One thing assures me that the
The "Fault"
movie didn't stray too very
farfront what it ought to have
been, It's rated R and so again the
To the Editor:
Establishment has restricted
Can it be geology professor
admission to avoid warping the
Anderson
misjudged direction of
minds . of the young. Warping
the
''fault"
(Bema, Oct, 27) with
them into what I might ask?
his
long
discourse
to put to shame
Opposition to hard drugs, albeit in
any
who
do
not
with
open arms
favor of grass, opposition to the
welcome
pornography?
Vietnam War (formerly called
Johnson's War - how about
Implying love through sex can
calling it "Our War" since we're
only be released if we all look at
the muthn's who get to fight it),
dirty pictures, study dirty poems,
read. dirty books?
opposition to Thanksgiving
dinner?
Most any sweet young thing
Sorry, but you can get very can set him straight on that.
little you want at "Alice's
Huxley said something about
Restaurant."
intellectuals getting together to

Editor:

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
REV.I.EW EDITOR
·SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

Atlo Guthrie

The movie's generally·bad, but
they do smoke a lot of demon
dope,

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Sarah Laidlaw
Don Burge
Stephen Part
Charles Wood
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey

25Trainees
years old)
in Albuquerque
are
(men
between 18 and
from the Model Cities area.
Albuquerque homes to be
improved are in the same area.
Owners furnish materials for the

I

I

· -.
th
other employers and !me up e
jobs.
. .
.
0
While pro"?dmg skd~s ~ \ th~
young men IS the mfmhn
ousmg·ts
HIP, important.
improvement o
also

a~ ~

young men becoming qualified for
all building occupations except
electrical and plumbing work.
Louis Galvez, HIP director in
the San ,lose area, stresses that
much of the training is aimed at
attitudes, "If a boy's a master
craftsman and doesn't show up
for work, it doesn't do him any
good," Galvez says.

Choral Group
"The Hallelujah Train,"
featuring more than 20
internationally celebrated black
singers, dancers and
instrumentalists under t~e
direction of Dr. Eva Jessye, will
appear at Popejoy Hall Nov. 22 at
8:15p.m.
The Eva Jessye Choir and
Ensemble is recognized as :he
most famous black mustcal
aggregation in the world today. .
The program at UNM will
include 50 or more songs
associated with a particular phase
of the country's growth,
development and history.

endlessly discuss theory, and
finally coming back to that point
the non·intellectuals never left in
the first place. But we don't have
to live it day by day as they
discuss it!
Label Anderson ivory tower
neanderthal, And they got wiped
out.

h nts are included m 1ts 20
mere ~
percen ·
62 Trainees
Albuqtle¥que's 62 trainees are
•
divided between
the San Jose
center and a South Valley center,
which serves an area limited by
Central Coors, Rio Bravo and the
Rio G~ande River. The Belen
center which gets its support
from 'the Office of Economic
Opportunity, has a quota of 15

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

1 N E 265 7410
4201 Centra
· · 268 ·6848
6901 Lomas N.E.
·
5810
N.E. 268-4147
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Label Curry, Ciddio, and
Pickens young men seeking a
meeting ground on difficulties, A
geologist among you, or do .you
just have to try be instinct to find
where the "fault" lies?

j

Large Pizza • Large 1tc er O

..
supervisiOn. .
working under
Four of those
. d

~o:trac~f~s t~~v"'sa::n c~~;~~!s

)Ohs fh' . t . . g is finished .
w en etr ramm
·

Looking for a parking place 1
Walking after you•ve found one 7
....

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central befween
Girard and Uni'lersity. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually c::uts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.
PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

The Associated Student Radio Station

will be broadcasting the proceedings of the
Legislature's Universities Investigating Committee Hearings
which were recorded in Santa Fe on October 24
Tonight at 8 you will hear these leading student figures as
they expressed their views to the lnvestigat.ing Committee:
Ron Curry-ASUNM President
Wayne Ciddio-LOBO Editor
Steve van Dresser-KUNM General Manager

Tuesday, November 4, 8 p.m.
Hear the New Mexico Citizens CommiHee
and various campus clergy as they presented
their viewpoints.

Wednesday, November 5, s· p.m.
listen to these four prominent professors as
they spoke their opinions:

Mozelle Klein

STAFF

plus previews of

SANDIA PEAK

TAOS

ANGEL FIRE
PURGATORY

..

'

Civic Auditorium
Saturday, Nov. 8, 7:30 PM
$1.25

th••

TAKE
THE

l'L"a"r"g"....,_L.,u".....e"h. -.. ......1:"-'o'.. K.."I'E'. ,s.. ·.I.
1

men,
Since the September deluge,
some HIP crews have been
assigned to work by themselves on
houses which were damaged, but
others have been assigned to

who pro,;••

LOOK

l·
p J $2. 4 5 12·2:00 p.m. e
Everyday
~~::i~:~~~:~e!r~~~o :h': w!~ !~~~~~~~~-. -•!_ ':~. -~~~·-. -..-~. $:;~.~~~-~~. -+
The emphasis is on training, with

Supervision
To see to this, there is constant
supervision at any time during the
day. If a trainee has a
disagreement with a foreman, he
might be taken off a job for an
immediate counseling session.
A trainee usually spends
between three and six months
with HIP and gets paid the
minimum wagE! ~f $1.60 an hour.
He is also in class from 7 to 9 eac.h
morning getting adult bas1c
education instruction.
Another part of the project-the
rest depends on it-is that of
finding jobs for men who have
completed their tra!ning. Two
staff members are asstgned to the
"job development" phase of HIP.
They contact contractors and

Lette:no are welcome, and •hould
b" no loncer th., 260 words tn>e-ltten, double spaced. Name, teJe.
phone number .,d addrma mud he
Included, altboucb name wiD he
withheld UpOn J'O>QU..t.

Casey Church, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews, Robert Hlady,
Clark Jermain, Lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, Bob Whittaker,
Simon Ortiz, Jean McAndmws
Karla Kelley, Jean lindsey, Judy Lindsey
Chester Painter, Tony louderbough

-

No Social Workers
"We don't have the people to be
social workers and work out other
problems some of these families
have-like sanitation and
nutrition-but poor housing is one
of the problems," Galvez sars.
Families apply for assistance
from HIP, and the applications are
reviewed by a board made up of
people from their area.
In some cases, the Department
of Health and Social Services
approves grants so welfare
recipients can buy the needed
materials.
Four Years Old
Eighty percent of the
improvement cost is paid by the
HIP which was four years old . Federal government. UNM is
'
·
respons1'ble for the rest, but
in July,
is administere d m
Albuquerque and Belen by UNM's materials furnished by owners and
Institute for Social Research and other building supplies
contributed by manufacturers and
Development.

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

Lobo Review

;:;;;~~es Assist Flood Damage Victims
Page 3

Dr. Arnold H. Koschmann,
Chairman, Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Dr. Donald E. Skabelund, Assistant Professor of History
Dr. Martin W. Fleck, Professor of Biology
Dr. Frank C. Hibben, Professor of Anthropology
KUNM 90.1 FM
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Official Spokesman For French Policies

Says University 'Poor Communicator'

Diplomat Will Speak at UNM

Council Interprets Public Sentiment of U NM

Andre Baeyens, the second
highest diplomat in the Frendl
Emba8sy in Washington, will
speak in Albuquerque and Santa
Fe during a visit to New Mexico

Nov. 4-6.
Baeyens will be at UNM Nov.
4-5 and will speak to students and
faculty members Nov. 5 at 8 p.m.
in room 122 of Mitchell hall,

How? Cash-value life insurance lets you do
your own thing. Ready cash when you need it.
Protection when you need it. Special policies
for seniors and graduate students. We'll take
the risk. You have the fun. live a little! Our
College Representative can show you how.

The principal official
spokesman in the United States
for French government policy, his
topic will be "Foreign and
Political Policy .in France After
DeGaulle,"
A second address Nov. 6 will
be given to the Santa Fe Rotary
Club.
· Baeyens studied at the
Institute of Political Studies and
Faculty of Law in Paris, then
trained for a diplomatic career at
the
Ecole Na.tionale
d'Administration in Paris in 1955
and 1956.
He served at the United
Nations, in London and Bonn,
and at the Foreign Office in Paris
before he was assigned to the
Embassy in Washington in
October, 1966.
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SUPPLIES

Swami

20% DISCOUNT

·------

Southwestern Life

Shiva Oils '& Water Colors
Brushes- Canvas
Panels -Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & More

LANGELL'S

251 0 Central S.E.
From Johnson Gym

A~ross

247-1051

Rio Grande Valley Customs
Topic of Cultural Program
Dr. Arthur L. Campa will
lecture Wednesday, Nov. 12, at
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The ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Committee & Alumni Association
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PRESENT IN PERSON

Bobby Sherman

.

Swami Vishnu·Devananda, one
of the foremost Yoga experts in
the world, will be at UNM
Sunday, Nov. 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom.

ART

Bruce G. Muhr

j

Laugh In's

ROWAN & MARTIN

UNM on "Hispanic Traditions in
the Rio Grande Valley."
The lecture, part of a series of
cultural programs of UNM's
department of modern and
classical languages, will be in
Spanish. It will be at 8 p.m. in the
Union Theater.
Dr. Campa taught at UNM
until 1946 when he left to
become chairman of the Denver
University department of modern
languages, a position he still holds.
He is the author of six books,
including textbooks for Spanish
and studies of Southwestern
folklore. The most recent,
"Treasure of the Sangre de
Cristos," was published in 1962.
His nine bulletins and monographs
and more than three dozen
articles include many about the
economic and cultural
background of the Southwest.
Dr. Campa was born in
Guaymas, Mexico, in 1905, the
son of a Methodist missionary. His
father was killed in the Mexican
revolution in 1915 and the family
fled to the U.S.
He earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees from UNM and
his Ph.D. from Columbia. In 1952
he won a Guggenheim fellowship
to study Spanish legends in the
Southwest.
In 1953 he served as a special
lecturer in Spain for six months
under the sponsorship of the State
Department.
He has been a visiting lecturer
on several campuses, including the
universities of Texas and Michigan
and Columbia University. In 1969
he was a visiting lecturer at
Transylvania College as an
outstanding scholar in folklore
and Southwestern culture.
In 1 9 65 he was elected
president of the board of directors
of National Folk Festival, Inc.
Currently a Peace Corps liaison
officer, Dr. Campa has directed
four Peace Corps projects for
Peru, Ecuador and Venezuela on
the University of Denver campus,
He has also been a State
Departm!!nt consultant on Latin
American relations.

Eighteen members or' a Public
Advisory Council commissioned
"to interpret public sentiment
about UNM" agreed Saturday that
the Ut\iversity has done a "poor
job" of communicating with the
people of New Mexico.
The council, created by an ad
hoc committee of University
administrators and faculty, met
for the first time Saturday
morning on campus and elected
Fred McCaffrey, editor of the
Albuquerque News, its permanent
chairman.
McCaffrey asked that since the
University hopes the council
members will be "frank and
candid" in their comments about
UNM, no attribution of direct
quotes be made in news stories
about the council's meetings .
UNM Public Relations
Administrative Vice President
Sherman Smith opened Saturday's
meeting by explaining that the
purpose of the council was "to
study public relations about
UNM."
''All of th~ people OI? .the
council are, m our optmon,
capable of judging public reaction
to the University in their
communities," Smith said.
Council members are from
Grants, Roswell, Alamogordo, Las
Cruces, Raton, Farmington,
Clovis, Hobbs, Deming, Carlsbad,
Santa Fe, Lake Arthur,
Tucumcari, Hurley, Penasco,
Bernalillo, Belen, and
Albuquerque.
Smith said, "If council
members choose to go home and
speak on behalf of UNM, that's
fine, but we don't intend for them
to be University missionaries."
McCaffrey said the council was
unusual because it was a source of
input of information into an
institution that is professionally
oriented toward the output of
information,
Mass of Misinformation
"We're not here to answer
charges about the University,"
McCaffrey said, "we are interested
in the peculiar mass of
misinformation that forms
people's opinions about UNM."
University President Ferrel
Heady asked that the council
meet about six times a year, but
added that the frequency of the
meetings would be determined by
thE! council members. The council
has set its next meeting for Dec.
13.
Twenty-five people have been
invited to sit on the Public
Advisory Council and only one

t®hi
®elt0

®f?ekl

with
Bobby Sherman (singer of hit "Little Womanl')
and the Nitty Gduy Dirt Band
for Homecoming 1969

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

Saturday, November 15, 8:15 p.m.
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at University Arena
Tickets on sale at Popejoy .Hall
Students (with ID)-$3, $4•, & $5
General Admission-$4, $5, & $6

TClCO~

ro~tados

Frijoles
Sopaipillas
Burritos
Chllib~rgcrs

OPEN
II A.M.

DAILY

Phi De 1ta Theta
lights the way again
this year. Buy a
l·ight bulb today,

has declined the invitation.
Most of· the council members
attending Saturday's meeting
agreed that the state was "pretty
well satisfied" with the University
until the "Love Lust" poem
controversy broke last spring.
One woman said parents in the
southern part of the state began
"feeling uneasy about sending
their children to UNM after the
poem."
"Strong Statement"
Another council member said
many people in the state feel
there "is too much giving into
blackmail by minority groups who
don't represent anyone" on the

part of the University
administration.
Another woman said, "One
strong statement from the
University president or . the
president of the Regents the next
time a controversy arises would
do more for your public image
than any two-hour discussion of
public relations."
She was echoed by a male
council member who said, "It
certainly didn't h,urt Dr. (Roger)
Corbett's (president of New
Mexico State University) public
image when he made a strong
statement and put down a
minority. Of course, he had some
help in putting down that

minority
cowboy~;

from some of the
running around down

there."
Another male council member
said many people believe there "is
a multitude of sins hidden under
the phrase academic freedom."
One council member said he
felt the reading of the "Love
Lust" poem over the loudspeaker
on the mall in the presence of
New Mexico Governor David F.
Cargo was a "direct insult to
authorHy,"
Council members in attendance
at Saturday's meeting were James
Barber, a newspaper editor from
Grants; Mrs. Jack Campbell of Las
Cruces; Alvino E. Castillo, a

certified public accountant from
Raton; Mrs. Valda Cooper, a
newspaper editor from
Farmington; Mrs. Sheldon Dike,
president of the Albuquerque
branch of the American
Association of University Women;
Odis Echols, a state senator from
Clovis; and Dr. Paul Feil, a
Deming physician.

-

STEWARDESS

PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9801 Candalaria NE >J96-5571

•
It's where people don't become obsolete.
There's a lot of talk these days about
how fast a technical degree can
become obsolete.
But don't tell our senior scientist
who received his 140th patent while
a half-dozen of our young engineers
and scientists were getting ready to
apply for their first.
In the interface of companies affiliated with Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey) people are not afraid of the
information explosion. They are part of it.
Our interface is a curious thing. It
brings together some of the best minds
in every engineering, scientific and
business discipline.
Creates challenges and insights
beyond those of a single company.

Forms an industry-campus interface
where visiting professors get capacity
audiences. And academic authorities
come for summer research. And learning
becomes a continuous process.
Like the continuous processes by
which we produce many of the world's
chemicals. And more energy than
anybody else to help America get where
she wants to go.
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
and other affiliates of
Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)
Equal Opportunity Employers

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
NOV. 11-12: ENGINEERING, SCIENCE
DEGAEE CANDIDATES
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Lobos Win, ASU 1n Upset

NEW MEXICO LOBO

sports
fortuneBy CHARLEi$ WOOD
Loho Sports Editor

UNM 27, San Jose 24

ASU 30, Wyoming 14

SAN JOSE - 'l'he Lobos roared
back from a
21-7 second half
deficit to nip
San Jose's
Spartans, 27-24,
Saturday
afternoon.
A pair of Joe
Hartshorne fourth-quarter field
goals provided the winning
margin, but it was a team effort
that crushed the favored Spartans.
Defensive ace Jay Morrison
intercepted three passes and had
13 unassisted tackles.
Quarterback Rocky Long also
shone with a brilliant afternoon.

TEMPE

- Fired-up Ari:;lona
S t a t e
annihilated
Wyoming and
its top-ranked
defensive unit
Saturday night,
30-14, before a
complete
sell-out of 50,000 spectators.
The Sun Devils, highly-rated
during the preseason but who
hadn't shown much before last
Saturday, struck the Cowboys'
inexperienced pass defense dumb
with a pinpoint passing attack.
Wyo's regular defensive backfield
was among the much-publicized
Duhe Buggy Bodies

VW Parts-All Accessories
RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

Phane 877·1 034

14 who decided to drop football
at the Laramie campus,

UTEP 17, CSU 16
FORT

COLLINS · UTEP
kicked a field
goal in the
game's closing
seconds
Saturday night
to
upset
Colorado State,
17-16.
Jeff White, a junior from New
York, booted the 22-yard goal
with only 16 seconds left in the
game. The kick had been set up
on a 31-yard pass completion
from Bill Craigo to Ed Puishes.
The same combination had scored
a touchdown earlier in the game
on a 5-yard pass.
The victory broke a four game
Miner losing streak and was their
first win since they trounced New
Mexico, 21·6, four weeks ago. The
game gave both schools 3·4
records for the season.

BYU 31, Arizona 21

looking tor
something
special?

PROVO

•

BYU ruthlessly
crushed
slightly favored Arizona
Saturday
afternoon,
31·21.
Cougar Chris
Farasopolous,
who gave the Lobos some
headaches two weeks ago, took
the opening kickoff and ran it
back 97 -yards for a touchdown.
But U of A's troubles had only
begun. BYU went on to claim a
24·0 first half lead and coasted in
the rest of the way,
The victory left BYU with a
4-2 WAC mark while the Wildcats

For girls who like to
fuss without any bother

fell to 2-2 in conference play. For
all practical purposes, the loss
elim'inated darkhorse Arizona
from the league race.

Utah 27, Utah State 7
SALT LAKE CITY - Utah's
Redskins
delighted a Ute
homecoming
crowd
of
22,000 by
stomping
archrival Utah
State, 27·7,
Saturday afternoon.
The victory was the sixth in a
row for the league- leading Utes
after an opening day loss to weak
Oregon. The game also snapped a
four-game winning streak by the
Utags against the Redskins.
Utah jumped off to a 20·0 lead

against the Aggies going into the
fourth quarter before USU could
crack the Ute goal line.

OSU 28, Kansas 25

Burros 34, 'Pups 19

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. CQmbined
Experience
Free Estimates

265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

EL PASO · UTEP's Burros
stomoed UNM's previously
unbeaten freshman, 34·19,
Saturday afternoon in the Sun
Bowl.
The Wolfpups jumped off to a
quick 16·0 lead in the first quarter
but watched it dissolve to 19·14
at halftime. The young Burro.s ran
up a surprising 400 yards· of total
offense against the UNM defense.

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers
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Nnurmhrr 1n
and hnthorlna
Fussing is doing something you like.
And bothering is doing somethinG; you don't like.
The Norelco Home Beauty Salon is for girls who love to
fuss about the way they look.
There are 10 attachments to fuss with. You can get a fast,
close, very gentle shave on your legs and your underarms. Or trim
the stray ends of your hairdo. Then change attachments and
fuss a little with your fingernails.
Change again, and you can massage your scalp.
Or your face. Or neck. Even apply a facial cream
to your face.
The Home Beauty Salon. If you love to fuss, it's no
bother. And neither is the Lady Norelco.
It shaves your legs fast and close and
comfortably. Underarms, too.
And its shape was made just for you.
Sleek, modern, and attractive.
Be fussy. Choose Norelco.

#ote/co®
@

you can't get any closer•.

.

LAWRENCE · Defending Big
Eight champion
Kansas, still
reeling from a
resounding 16·7
upset at New
Mexico, lost its
fifth game in a
row Saturday,
28·25, to Oklahoma State.
Coach Pepper Rodgers
Jayhawks have yet to win a Big
Eight game this season. KU played
without the services of its
AU-America candidate, tailback
John Riggins, who was suspended
by Rodgers before the game for
disciplinary reasons.

irtnrb.s
~turutsqirt.s

Juperhurks (qttlf-pritt)
l\tt ilnnkn
i\t

~~ ®l(l~

In the spring of 1966, a Phoenix sports writer went up to
. the BYU campus at Provo. The result of the trip was a
four-part series suggesting that, because of its policies
regardip.g the Negro, BYU was headed for trouble.
From a sampling of the mail his newspaper received
afterwards, may readers were not impressed by the series. ·
"Those articles," wrote one irate reader, "are a bunch of
balon~y and, furthermore, none of the business of any nosy
newspaper reporters."
Today, though, BYU has become the target of trouble all
over the leagu~ for its alleged racism. The league's athletic
dir~ctors are meeting in Denver today and one of the major
topics on the agenda is BYU and its relationship with the
Negro athlete.
Several. a~hletic directors have conceded the possibility
that a spht m the conference could result. But even if we
succeed in forcing BYU out of the conference, we haven't
solved a thing. It is BYU's problem and they should be the
ones to solve it.
But there is a distinct unwillingness on the part of BYU
coaches and administrators to solve these problems. For
instance in an interview with BYU basketball Coach Stan
Watts the other day, Coach Watts displayed these sentiments:
"We're concerned about all these demonstrations
naturally," said Watts, "because we're the target of thes~
protests. I don't think the people who are demonstrating,
though have valid reasons for it against the Church and
against BYU."
Watts told how he handled the problem three years ago
after his team won the NIT and received letters from three
Negro athletes in the Midwest who wished to enroll at BYU.
"I wrote and told them to send their transcripts," Watts
explained. "Their transcripts were poor. That gave us an
'out'."
But what if the transcripts had been good?
"Well, I would have had to tell them frankly what our
situation is.'' replied Watts. "We just can't recruit them."

• • •

Bowl bids won't be passed out until Nov. 17 but I'll stick
my neck out for these post-season pairings.
Barring a loss to Alabama next weekend, LSU is bound for
the Cotton Bowl to play the Texas - Arkansas winner. The
loser of the UT-Hog tilt will probably accept a Gator Bowl
bid. The other match in the Gator game appeared to be
Wyoming. But now that the 'Pokes have fallen from the
unbeatens, it will probably be either Auburn or Kansas State.
In the Sugar Bowl, Penn State is almost definite. The
other participant \\ill be a SEC team, probably Florida or
Georgia.
The Orange Bowl is drooling over unbeaten Tennessee and
the other match will be the Big Eight champ. The Big Eight
race is scrambled but it will probably be Missouri or
Oklahoma which emerges to accept the bid.
It will be either USC or UCLA hosting the Rose Bowl
while the Big Ten race is in a complete mess with either
Purdue or Michigan expected to finish behind Ohio State.
The Buckeyes are ineligible for the Pasadena trip because
they went last year.
Down closer to' home, Wyoming and Utah have the inside
track to the Sun Bowl with either Alabama, Florida State, or
even Houston expected to supply the competition.
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1-M Basketball Opens Tonighl
Tonight's Schedule

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE

DORMITORY LEAGUE

7:45
Court 1 · NROTC vs. Kiva Club
Court 2 · Scorekeepers vs.
Independent
Court 3 · Law School vs.
'i\ipha Phi Omega
Court 4 · P.E. Grads vs. A.I.A.

6:45
Court 1 -Navajo vs. Santa Clara
Court 2 · Pueblo vs. Mescalero
Court 3 · Chimayo vs. Tewa
Court 4 ·Onate vs. Alvarado

Team captains or coaches are
asked to phone the final scores
and individual scoring leaders
in to the Lobo office as soon
after game time as possible:
277·4202 or 277·5011.

ry Our Delicious
Roast Beef Sandwich
69c
Henr 's
Ham urgers
only

1916 Central

CONTROL DATA
will be interviewing

NEW MEXICO
grads
November 11
Look into all the unique opportunities with
the world leader in powerful computersControl Data. If you're an engineering,
math, technical or computer science grad,
it's an opening that will let you move ahead
in a young, aggressive, challenging environment. It's the place to grow with 100%
tuition refund for graduate work, special
MBA and MSEE programs, Management,
Technical and Professional Seminars. It's
time to use your ideas, as you take on new
responsibilities.
Check out the opportunities with Control
Data. Talk to our representative visiting
your campus. Your placement office will
reserve time for you. Or simply write or
phone:
John H. Carstens
College Relations, Dept. CN
Control. Data Corporation
8100 34th Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
Phone: 612/888~5555

associated ·students bookstore
'

CONTROL.... DATA .

-

.

'

,C.P )~ ·P o -~ ~ 1' .1_,$) ,~~ ;
An Fqua1 Opportunity l:tnpl0yer. m/f

1969 North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.
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NE~;LThat l-Ie ·Has Two,
Rudy Is Ready f~.r,,o!m~.!E~

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

It was a happy homecoming
for the Lobo football team as a
small crowd met their flight late
Saturday night following their
27·24 victory over San Jose. It
was the Lobo's first road win in
three years.

Happy Homecoming

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per w~rd, 20 word '!'ini·
mum ( $1.40) per bmc r"!'· If ad ••. to
~n five oe more consecutive days wtth
no changes the rate is reducod to Sc
per word and the minimum number of

WHERE: Journalism Building•. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mad.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
~~tolL
..
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

5)

DO YOU BITE your nails 1 Would you
iike to stop? A limited; number of. PCO·
p!e ure being n('c(lpted 10 an exper1m.ent
to stop nail biting. Under the ausptces
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for appointment. 11/G
SHOP for your Christmas gifts at . the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirt.•, vests. NE corner of Ed1th and
Cand.:lnr!n. 11/4
BICYCLE STOLEN: red, Huffy Mark X,
from Okics Friday 24th between 9·12:00
p m Any information please call 2431S7:i. No questions asked, 11/3
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m. will go in next day's Lobo.
C9 ·MIRAGE nrc now on sn.le !or $5 rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
YEAR-OLD registered Beagle bitch to
11ive away. 344-R30fl.
Sand and Sun in OLD 'fOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants.
Fdnge J nckcts, Fringe V e3t9, nnrl
Fringe Handbags. 243·7909.
SENIOR-Be sure nnd have your class
picture t:Iken for the Mirage. No ~barge
-three poses, three prints. Call 277·
G743 to schedule it at your convenience.
GUAYJIIAS-SAN CARLOS: Trip plannod
by ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
during Christmas nnd semester breaks.
Intereste-d? Come to our next meet!!] g.
Friday, November 7, 7 P.M., Jioop.ft'!llty
Room of First National Bank Bulldtnl:·
East, or call R42·9210. 11/7

LOST&FOUND

2)

FOUND: leather o.anc with key on. lawn
outside Sara Reyno]clq Hall, mornmrr o£
Oct. 28. E42·131i9.
LOST: 6 mo. old Weimaraner pup, Light
brown sl1orL hnir, floppy earn, graY eycs •
Four children hurting. Reward. Ca11 Co1•
lege Inn 243-2EI!1 or 842·5944, 11/3
LOST Wod. night in the university filrea:
black1 female kitten with olive green
eYeJ, about ajx months old. No eollar.
Reward. 842·5418.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High. Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940.

3)

SERVICES

TUTORING: French-<!onveraation nnd
101·102. After 4:30 and weekends.
842-9698. 11/5

Now on our tables new shipment of our
famous reducod non-flrtion boo.ks, half.
pricC! paperbacks, and bea~t1ful n~y
bargain books. Also till Chr:otmas 6 .r
disc.ount on new current books on our
shelves. QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP. 2128
Central SE.
1965 Mustang. Excellent condition. Call
842·R6G5 after '1 p.m. 11/3
FOil. SAI,E: 1942, 46 Harley Davidson
with extended front end, custom scat,
bar and tank set up. Top end rcce!ltlY

worked over. Needs a few

··~ry mt~or

jobJ done. $218. Owner also 1s lookmg
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277·5011 Grant after 6 p.m. !lion·
day through Thursday and Sunday afternoon.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blu."
interior. 18,000 miJes; very go~1t!co~dJ..
tion. Contnct Gerhard Motors, 2uu..5u49.
'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. !Loaded.
New tires. S1250. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monaco, four door hnrdtot>.
$1760. 243-0315. 11/7
200 USED TV's, aU styles. Save. today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 11/2,
ROYAL S'l'ANDARD TYPEWRITER,
SSO, 620 Santa Fe, SE, be!or~ noon.
Bruce Moffitt. 11/6

6)

EMPLOYMENT

lor

WANTED: Occll8ional babysitter
S
month old, at residence. Call 26a-4778.
10/30
GIRL OR GUY to sew clothes.. Shire
Leather Shop. NE corner of Edith and
CandeL~ria on the patio. 11/G

7)
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·Recruiting U
Recruiters

repr"'!enti~g

flat."
4 _0 at half but
It W~ 1 1
h t back from
Ftheldmdaf~c~f.· :~e~c~r~ 20 fourth
e e I .
quarter pomts.
"At halftime '' explained the
t
,\1 told the boys
Lobo men or, .
. d 'th
that we were d1sappm~te f w:he
them. We came o~t rea Y or
second half and d•d,a m•Jch better
job of hitting them.

Feldman, "and compl~~ely
dominated the fourth quarter. ·,

RENT-A-TV

Buck's

.TY

Pizza Slices 15¢

Rentals

Col;;~"t!~fnble

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
High Speed XEROX COP1E5-8c-No Limit .

following
companies or agenciE!B w11J V1s1t the Center
to intervi.ew candidates tor positions;

special rates for dissertations-requirAd paper supploed free

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

SIMMS BUILDING

39c

Two Pa1ties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Barh Sauce

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'II.Have Your Order Ready-Call ~42-7340

Not

National Building & 120Madeiro NE

Monday, November 3
TRW Systems Group-ME, EE, IE, &
Math Physics, Engineering or Computer
Scien~e for Software & Infonnation sys-

Be Dictated

tems Div.

Liberty Mutual Insurance CompanyBusiness Administration, Liberal ~rts
Del Monte Sales Company-Gen. Bus.,
Marketing, Liberal Arts
Chica~:o Bridge & Iro'n Company-ME,
EE CE, ChE (BS, MS, PhD)
New Mexico State Hi3hway Department-CE
Tuesday, November 4
Gates Rubber Company-ME (BS, MS),
ChE, Chern. (BS)
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company-AU
majors
ME
Chicngo Bridge & Iron Compnny,
EE CE, ChE (liS, MS. PhD>
rlouglnn United Nuclear, Ine.-ME, ChE,
NurE (I!S, MS)
C
Mobil Oil Corporntion-ChE, !11E, E,
EE (llSl
.

By the Minority'

ICcrr-McG<'<> Corporntmn-G<'Oiogy
Stnte of Oklahoma Highway Depnrtment-CE CDS l
.
Haskin<; & Sells-Accountmrr

Social Security Administration-All ma·
jors
W~ln~day, Novembcr_6
McDonnell Dou3L-.,. CorporatiOn: Dou~:
lns Aircraft Comp:my-ChE, .Ci>, Com;
puter SC'i, EI~, Engr. Meehnmcs, Gcn,.F.. j
Ind.E,, M!g.E., Math, Mr~, Meta11 urg1cn
E, PhysiC3
I
C
ME
Chicar.-o Uri.dr,-c & ron ·Onipany,
EE, CE, ChE WS, MS, PhD)

J

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring

Tuesday Special
4 Shirts for $1.00

No.36

Compiled From UPI Wires
President Richard Nixon last night
rejected demands for total, immediate U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam, and asked the
American "great silent majority" to support
his course toward a settlement of the war.
"For the future of peace," said Nixon,
"precipitate withdrawal would be a disaster
of immense magnitude."
Nixon presented a phased withdrawal plan
~'for the complete withdrawal of all U.S.
ground forces, and their replacement by
South Vietnamese forces, on an orderly
timetable."
The President refused to divulge his
timetable, saying he could not be "frozen"
in a set schedule. But he disclosed the
timetable based on estimates last June "is
more optimistic now," partly because of a
lull in communist military activity and the
progress in training South Vietnamese forces
to take over their own fighting.
The White House refused to give the dates
or sizes of U.S. troop withdrawals beyond
the withdrawals the President has ordered by
Dec. 15.
Officials said an orderly withdrawal of all
combat forces was planned first, leading
eventually to withdrawal of all American
forces.
Nixon warned that if Communist
infiltration of American casualties increase
while the U.S. is trying to scale down the
fighting, "it will be the result of a conscious
decision by the enemy," that will be met by
"strong and effective measures." Nixon said
the statement was not a threat.
In appealing for greater public support,
the President took what he called the
"unprecedented step" of disclosing a
number of secret peace efforts, including a

letter to the late North Vietnamese President
Ho Chi Minh. Nixon said he wrote the letter
last July.
"The effect of all the public, private, and
secret negotiations which have been
undertaken since the bombing halt a year
ago, and since this administration came into
office on Jan. 20 can be summep. up in one
sentence - no progress whatever has been
made except agreement on the shape of the
bargaining table."
Nixon said the U.S. negotiators "Stand
ready to discuss ... specifically the 10-point
program of the National Liberation Front
(NLF)."
The president's · speech replied in
conciliatory tone toward youthful
demonstrators demanding an immediate end
to the war. Yet he maintained that war
decisions were his alone to make as
President.
"I would be untrue to my oath of office if
I allowed the policy of this nation to be
dictated by the minority who hold that view
and who attempt to impose it on the nation
by mounting demonstrations in the street,"
he said.
Nixon also had a message for the
American youth.
He said he respects American youth's
idealism. "I share your concern for peace,"
said Nixon. "I want peace as much as you
do."
He said he wants to end the war "so the
energy and dedication of our young people,
now too often directed into bitter hatred
against those they think are responsible for
the war, can be turned to the great
challenges of peace, a better life for all
Americans, and for people throughout the
world."

Analysis

1349 Sen Matea S.E.
255-2700

4850 Menaul NE

Popejoy

HaU

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247.0836

only

~will

other locations in Win rock Center,

and Laundry

Barn Burger Special
Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Policy

Central At University

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning

Country Barn

Tuesday, November 4, 1969

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

247-8737. 11/6
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10¢ BEER

kapy karner

th.e

MEXICO

OKIE'S

$ .oo a day·
1
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS. Playboy, Ame;l·
can AstrologyJ Art News, all maJor
magazines. See American D!ln~ o£ Commerce in SUB for subscr1Pt1ong from
UNM student representatives. 11/5

IRONING-humane rates, pickup and de·
livery. Bngworm a.nd Washerwoman Ltd.
TYPING SER\l ICE: thel!es, term vavcrs,
dissertations. RcnsO'rlabJc rateg. Doris
Jackson 296-2548. 11/G
LOVING CHILD CARFl, day or nh~;ht,
l\1y home-"4309 Glendale Rr., NW. 242·
0439. 11/7

FORSALE

BMW ISETTA. $40. Call 296·2411!. 11/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Ph! Dcltn Th.etnl
Will deliver. Let the l'h1 Delts light
your way. 243-0066.
MARTIN 0-18 guitnr with soft shell cas.,,
excellent condition. $180. 277·5468. 11/6
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great cop·
dition, air conditioning, 2 spkr. rad1o.
344·36G4 after 4 pm.

"This certainly is a big win for
us," said Coach Rudy Feldman
after his team had nipped ~an
Jose in the game's Glosmg
· t
27 24
mmu es, · ·
,
"At the start of the season,
id Feldman "some people
~ondered if V:e could win two
this year. Well, we have our two
now and we'll give it all we've got
for the last three."
The last three on the sched~le
are Ariz~ma State, Wyom!ng
(homecommg), and New Mexico
State.
.
''We didn't play well the f1rst
half," said Feldman, "I don't
know why but we were a little

NEW

THIRTY-EIGHTH SEASON
Concert November 6~8: 15 p.m.
DENIS M. de COTEAU
guest conductor
MARl TSUMURA, violinist
guest soloist
Program

Symphony Espagnol-Lalo
Nocturnes-Debussy
Symphony # 4-Dvorak
Remaining Tickets-$5.00, $1:.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50
UNM Students-~ Price
Tel.-242-7182

WASHINGTON (UPI)- President Nixon's
speech on Vietnam left the opposing camps
in Congress still divided Monday - the doves
were dissatisfied and the hawks backed him
to the hilt.
Both sides credited Nixon with eloquence
in his address to the nation. But those
opposing the war saw nothing new in how he
was proposing to end the war.
One of the angriest reactions came from
Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D. He c~arged
Nixon with following "the same old tired
discredited policy we have followed to the
death of 40,000 Americans."
"One would assume that the same men
who wrote President Johnson's speeches
wrote this one," he said.
Sen. Charles E. Goddell, R-N. Y., who has
introduced a resolution asking for a definite
Dec. 1, 1970, timetable on Vietnam
withdrawal, commented, "He's tried this
new approach and it hasn't worked."
House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford,
Mich., said Nixon was "fully deserving of the
trust and confidence" of the American
people. He said the best way for the United
States to achieve peace in Vietnam, that
would discourage communist aggression
elsewhere, waa to "show strong support for
Nixon's Vietnam policy in this m?ment of.
crisis."
Speaker John W. McCormack also
supported the Pres1dent, saying he was
"confident the people will support him." His
own assessment was that the Nixon plan
"seems to be sound, logical, and in 01,1r best
interests."
Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Arizona, the
1964 Republican presidential nolninee,

called the speech, "one of the most honest
reports any chief executive ever has made"
and said, "I concur 100 percent with his
conclusions."
But Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tennessee, using
the words Nixon himself used last May 14 in
an earlier Vietnam policy speech, said the
hopes of the American people once again
have been raised and cruelly dashed.
Both Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N. Y., and
Allen Cranston, D·Calif., said nearly the
same thing - Nixon was eloquent but he
hadn't changed anything and they were
disappointed.
Sen. George Aiken, R- Vt., said the
President said little "that was new or
spectacular," but he believed Nixon was
"wise in ·not setting a timetable." Aiken
predicted, however, more U.S. troop
withdrawals would be announced before
Christmas.
Anti-war protest leaders said last. night
that Nixon's speech will spur greater
participation in future anti-war protests.
Protest leaders expressed
"incomprehensible disappointment" in
Nixon's speech, terming it "an insult to the
intelligence of the American people."
Ted Johnson, a leader of the New
Mobilization Committee to End the War in
Vietnam, spons<or of the Nov. 18-15
demonstrations in Washington, said:
"I think in a sense the speech is a clear
impetus to our efforts to bring large
numbers of people to Washington. People
who 'were perhaps uncertain they would
come here are now convinced that the only
way they can have any effect is · to colne
here."

Eloquent
But
Nothing New
,,

